
BENEFITS

Improve Maturity

Achieve security maturity, with a clear 

roadmap and effort estimation aligning 

to your risk strategy 

Trusted Advisors

Leverage Sourced’s deep expertise 

in cloud security for highly regulated 

industries 

Enable Governance

Embed a robust cloud security culture 

across teams and cloud environments 

Build Assurance

Establish confidence in your 

organisation’s cloud security practices  

Recover

Protect your organisation against 

reputation loss, regulatory fines, and 

substantial business costs

How Secure Is Your Cloud?
Gain a comprehensive insight into your cloud security 
posture and a pathway to achieving security maturity  
using Sourced’s Cloud Security Assessment

www.sourcedgroup.com

What Is The Cloud Security Assessment?

The Sourced Cloud Security Assessment helps Chief Information Security 
Officers (CISOs), Heads of Cyber Security and Security Managers assess 

the effectiveness of their organisation’s security and governance practices 

in their cloud environments.  

Sourced applies the five security functions adopted from the NIST Cyber 
Security Framework and best practices gained from years of experience 

building cloud environments in highly regulated industries. The assessment 

is cloud-agnostic and provides a holistic security maturity review of your 

cloud assets. 

Our consultants will evaluate the maturity of your controls for every relevant 

cyber security category, setting prioritised recommendations that form a 

roadmap to meet your cyber security risk management objectives.

Optimise Your Security Maturity

To give you the edge when enforcing security and managing risk, our 

dedicated consulting team provides a comprehensive view of your cloud 

domain’s security. As subject matter experts, Sourced provides weighted 

recommendations for uplift, informed by comparative benchmarks against 

leading highly regulated peers.
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Get in touch with us at enquiries@sourcedgroup.com

ABOUT SOURCED

Sourced Group is a global cloud consultancy that helps enterprises make the most 

of cloud services with a focus on security, governance and compliance. We provide 

professional services for securing, migrating and managing the cloud infrastructure  

of large enterprise customers in highly-regulated industries.

Our Case Studies

LARGE AUSTRALIAN BANK

THE CHALLENGE

Our client was unsure of the security levels on their existing 

cloud platform. To ensure that the applications meet governance 

standards and recommended cloud provider practices, they 

asked Sourced to conduct a security assessment across four 

existing applications.  

THE SOLUTION

With a strong focus on security maturity and deployment 

methodologies, Sourced set out to conduct a gap analysis and 

security assessment across the applications. Starting with the 

platform assessment, a discovery session was conducted with 

the platform team, followed by architecture and supporting 

documents review in order to provide a gap analysis and a 

security remediation plan.

THE OUTCOMES

Sourced encouraged success for future application migrations by 

uplifting the client’s security maturity modelling and gap analysis 

capabilities. Following on from the assessment engagement, 

Sourced helped the client develop a new approach for application 

deployment with embedded controls to enable innovation while 

ensuring the security of their cloud environment.

LARGE ENTERPRISE CUSTOMER

THE CHALLENGE

As a consequence of a cyber-attack, our client realised 

the immense need to conduct a holistic security maturity 

assessment across their large scale cloud platform.

THE SOLUTION

Sourced worked closely with this client to conduct the  

security assessment on existing accounts and third-party 

tooling. We reviewed platform provisioning and organisational 

level configuration to ensure security across service controls 

policies and account-level controls.  

THE OUTCOMES

After presenting our findings and remediation plan back to 

our client, the scope of work was expanded to leverage our 

expertise and develop a Vulnerability Management Automation 

Platform. From this security assessment and the more significant 

work that followed, we have enabled them to utilise their cloud 

platform and third party solutions to significantly improve the 

security, reliability and cost management across all applications 

on their cloud platform.

Why Sourced, Why Now?

Every year, the world economy loses $600B USD to cyber security crime, driven by increasingly sophisticated and well-

organised adversaries. The average cost of a data breach now exceeds $2M USD, while regulatory fines for organisations 

not diligently protecting their clients’ personally identifiable information (PII) can exceed $100M USD. These penalties will 

become more significant as cyber security crime continues to rise. In this environment, leveraging the latest technologies to 

drive innovation in the security domain is a must, otherwise your business will become exposed, now more than ever before. 

With over a decade of experience in helping highly regulated industries deliver compliance, security, and governance, we 

understand the technical challenges that our clients face. Sourced takes a holistic approach to tailoring solutions that work 

with your business – across people, processes, culture, and tooling.

Sourced is here to help; contact us to learn more about our cloud security offerings.
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